Business to Business Zoom Conference Series

The latest COVID-19 information from the Maine CDC and Northern Light Health

Today’s Topics:

1. Treatment Protocols
2. Vaccines
3. Why we should have confidence in the system
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Legal Disclosure:

The Coronavirus pandemic is an ongoing, continuously evolving situation. Northern Light Health encourages everyone to follow federal and state governmental guidance and mandates.

Northern Light Health does not know the particulars of your situation, so the information presented today is general in nature and is based upon Northern Light Health’s own experience, which may or may not apply in your specific situation, and which may be revised as we learn more about the Coronavirus.

Accordingly, following any guidance Northern Light Health presents today in no way guarantees that you, your employees and/or your customers and clients will not contract or spread the Coronavirus.
Ask us questions – give us feedback – this hour is for you

- Please use the **chat** function to ask your questions at anytime.
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Poll Question: Will you encourage your employees to get a COVID-19 Vaccine?

ZOOM Poll:

- **YES, IT WILL ACCELERATE OUR RETURN TO PRE-PANDEMIC OPERATIONS.** (27%, 105 votes)
- **YES, IT IS GOOD FOR THE HEALTH OF THE ENTIRE COUNTRY.** (43%, 169 votes)
- **NO, ALTHOUGH I HOPE THEY GET IT.** (9%, 37 votes)
- **NO, I DON’T WANT TO GET INVOLVED IN THEIR PERSONAL HEALTH DECISIONS.** (14%, 56 votes)
- **NO, AS I DON’T PLAN ON GETTING THE VACCINE EITHER.** (7%, 26 votes)

393 votes | 3 Comments
Please use the chat function to ask your questions:
Tools you can use:

https://northernlighthealth.org/Resources/Safe-Return-to-Business
Join us Thursday, January 7: COVID-19 Prevention and Employee Engagement

Topics:
• COVID-19 Vaccine
• Employee engagement strategies
• Strategies for supporting a remote workforce
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